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3 RS OF EDUCATION

Reading

Writing

Arithmetic



21ST CENTURY SKILLS
information literacy

media literacy

flexibility

adaptability

self-direction

open-mindedness
productivity

accountability
leadership

collaboration

evaluation

time management

critical thinking technology

emotional intelligence

responsibility

(Battelle for Kids, 2019; Chalkiadaki, 2018) 

creativity





Emphasis on 21st Century Skills

development has increased

expectations on teachers to take

advantages of emerging technologies

to support student learning.

(Kale & Goh, 2012) 



Yet it is not clear whether teachers

are well equipped with the necessary

skills, support, and positive

attitudes toward integrating them in

their practices.

(Kale & Goh, 2012) 



(Kale & Goh, 2012) 

While teachers are fairly proficient in their

computer and internet skills and have

fairly high computer self-efficacy, their

workload and a structured and

standardized curriculum were inhibitors.



(Kale & Goh, 2012) 

The findings suggest infrastructural

improvements, workload adjustments,

and increased professional development

opportunities allowing teachers to

observe, discuss, and practice Web 2.0

technologies in their particular disciplines.



Communication

4 CS OF LEARNING &
INNOVATION

Critical
Thinking     

Collaboration Creativity
(Battelle for Kids, 2019) 



CRITICAL THINKINGCRITICAL THINKING



CRITICAL THINKINGCRITICAL THINKING
There is no consensus on a common theoretical

definition of CT among scientists, educators,

psychologists, or philosophers.

(Lombardi et al, 2022) 



CRITICAL THINKINGCRITICAL THINKING
However, UNESCO (2013), in work supported by Johnson and

Hamby (2015), has defined CT as a process that involves asking

appropriate questions, gathering and creatively sorting through

relevant information, relating new information to existing

knowledge, re-examining beliefs and assumptions, reasoning

logically, and drawing reliable and trustworthy conclusions.

(Lombardi et al, 2022) 
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CRITICAL THINKINGCRITICAL THINKING
Research Projects

Formulate a research question

Gather information



Popular Research

Topics









Teach research

practices



CRITICAL THINKINGCRITICAL THINKING
Research Projects

Formulate a research question

Gather information

Evaluate and synthesize information

Draw reasonable conclusions



Curate Sources with

Informative Videos







CREATIVITYCREATIVITY



CREATIVITYCREATIVITY
Creativity is one of the most discussed personal skills. Creative

production of results is the target (Martin, Nacu & Pinkard, 2016). The

notion is, often, discussed alongside the concepts of curiosity and

imagination (Wagner, 2008; Abdullaha & Osmanb, 2010; Teruggi &

Zuccoli, 2015), while Ejsing-Duun and Skovbjerg (2016), also associate

it with playfulness. It is, further, related with the ability to innovate

(Sheikh & Siti, 2016; Cruz & Orange, 2016). 

(Chalkiadaki, 2018) 



CREATIVITYCREATIVITY
My contention is that creativity now is 

as important in education as literacy, 

and we should treat it with the same status.

(Robinson, 2006) 



CREATIVITYCREATIVITY
I don't mean to say that being wrong is the same thing as being

creative. What we do know is, if you're not prepared to be

wrong, you'll never come up with anything original -- if you're

not prepared to be wrong. And by the time they get to be adults,

most kids have lost that capacity. They have become frightened

of being wrong.

(Robinson, 2006) 



Low-Stakes Practice

Wrong Answer Day

CREATIVITYCREATIVITY
Failure IS An Option



Creative Challenges

CREATIVITYCREATIVITY
Spark Creativity



Creative Challenge

ideas



Creative Challenges

Opportunities for reading and writing

CREATIVITYCREATIVITY
Spark Creativity



Read full texts of

literary classics



Video story

+

a Creative Challenge!



Creative Challenges

Opportunities for reading and writing

Choice Assessment

CREATIVITYCREATIVITY
Spark Creativity



COLLABORATIONCOLLABORATION



COLLABORATIONCOLLABORATION
Collaborative problem solving competency is the capacity of an

individual to effectively engage in a process whereby two or

more agents attempt to solve a problem by sharing the

understanding and effort required to come to a solution and

pooling their knowledge, skills and efforts to reach that solution.

(OECD, 2013) 



VS cooperation
COLLABORATIONCOLLABORATION

Cooperation is typically a division of labour among group

members. [...] Collaboration, on the other hand, contains inherent

flexibility of roles and responsibilities with regards to the

various subtasks in achieving a goal.

(Child & Shaw, 2016) 



2-5 students per group

1 central theme

3+ stations

Mixture of paper and web-based

COLLABORATIONCOLLABORATION
Learning Stations



Library of printable

resources & activities



EARTH DAY STATIONS

A hands-on

activity to

demonstrate

cleaning pollution

An interactive

game to show

students how

easy it is to

recycle

A video to

explain why Earth

Day began

A printable

handout to show

sources of water

pollution



COMMUNICATIONCOMMUNICATION



COMMUNICATIONCOMMUNICATION
In fact, what gives the skill of communication its

21st century dimension is its combination with

dimensions of other skills and competencies

from the other categories.

(Chalkiadaki, 2018) 



Watch or listen to speeches or talks

Interpret the message

COMMUNICATIONCOMMUNICATION
Listening Skills



Great Speeches



Watch models

Low-stakes partner practice

Classroom presentations in a safe space

COMMUNICATIONCOMMUNICATION
Speaking Skills



Skills videos to support

struggling students



Read models

Practice with online discussions

COMMUNICATIONCOMMUNICATION
Writing Skills



Persuasive Writing

Resources



Skills videos to support

struggling students



CRITICAL THINKINGCRITICAL THINKING

COLLABORATIONCOLLABORATION

CREATIVITYCREATIVITY

COMMUNICATIONCOMMUNICATION



PROBLEM-BASED LEARNINGPROBLEM-BASED LEARNING
In problem-based learning, students working in

collaborative groups learn by resolving complex, realistic

problems under the guidance of faculty. [PBL fosters]

process skills: research, negotiation and teamwork,

writing, and verbal communication.

(Allen et al., 2011) 



ALL OF THE ABOVEALL OF THE ABOVE
Problem Based Learning (PBL)

Collaborative groups

Authentic problem

Creative solutions



Authentic, real world

problems



Problem-Solving

Resources



Think critically about complex topics,

Communicate with their peers,

Collaborate to accomplish goals, and

Solve problems creatively.

21ST CENTURY STUDENTS NEED TO:



Questions
&

Comments
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